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Abstract
We discuss the gravity dual description for a non-commutative Yang-Mills theory,
which reduces to that on AdS5S5 in the commutative limit. It is found that doubletons
do not decouple in this dual gravity description unless one takes the commutative limit.
The decoupling of the doubletons in AdS5 space implies that the dual gauge theory has
SU(N) gauge symmetry. Our result implies that this gravity description is dual to non-
commutative U(N) gauge theory. It is compatible with the claim that U(1) and SU(N)
gauge symmetries can not separate in non-commutative U(N) gauge theory.
1e-mail address: dan@het.phys.sci.osaka-u.ac.jp
1 Introduction
In the last few years, it has become well known that the (super) Yang-Mills theory on
non-commutative space [x^, x^ ] = iθ is realized as a low-energy eective theory on
the Dp-branes in the constant background of NS-NS B-eld. By quantization of open
strings in the constant B-eld background, the coordinates of Dp-brane’s worldvolume
become non-commutative operators. Then the eective theory, which consists of massless
excitation modes of open strings whose edges are on the Dp-branes, become the super
Yang-Mills theory on the non-commutative space [1].
By such construction, one can expect D-brane would be a useful tool to study non-
perturbative properties of non-commutative Yang-Mills, as commutative cases. From this
point of view, gravity dual descriptions for the non-commutative Yang-Mills are suggested
in [2, 3]. They can be thought as ones of natural generalizations of the AdS/CFT corre-
spondence [4]. This gravity descriptions are given as continuous deformation from AdS
background by constants which parameterize non-commutativity in dual theories. There-
fore one may use the procedure in AdS/CFT correspondence [5, 6], to obtain information
of the non-commutative Yang-Mills in the strong coupling region from weakly coupled
supergravity.
The eective theory of Dp-branes was thought to be U(N) Yang-Mills. In AdS/CFT
correspondence, however, the gravity on AdS space is dual to a SU(N) Yang-Mills. This
was pointed out by Witten at early stage [5, 7]. The U(1) part of U(N) ’ U(1) 
SU(N) corresponds to the center of mass motion of N Dp-brane system. Supergravity
elds, which couple to gauge theory operators associated with the U(1) part on the AdS
boundary, are known as doubletons. 2 Doubletons have a strange property. They are pure
gauge mode in the interior of the boundary, and decouple from physical modes of gravity
and other elds [10, 11]. Interactions are purely localized on the boundary. To obtain the
gravity dual description of the U(N) Yang-Mills, one needs to include doubleton degree
of freedom on the boundary. 3
In the gravity dual description for non-commutative Yang-Mills, however, this 5-
dimensional gravity theory in the interior of the boundary should be dual to the U(N) non-
commutative Yang-Mills itself. Unlike commutative U(N) Yang-Mills, U(1) and SU(N)
gauge symmetries cannot be separated in the U(N) non-commutative Yang-Mills theory
2Doubletons form the smallest unitary irreducible representation of supergroup U(2; 2j4). Any Kaluza-
Klein modes of type IIB supergravity compactified on AdS5  S5 falls into unitary irreducible represen-
tation of U(2; 2j4) [8, 9].
3Recently, [12] discussed this point in Appendix B.
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in consequence of the non-commutative -product. For this reason, we naturally expect
the 5-dimensional gravity would contain physical modes of doubletons in the interior of
the boundary and the dual theory would be a U(N) non-commutative Yang-Mills the-
ory. If it is true, we have the following question: how is the decoupling of doubletons
prevented? In this paper, we answer this question.
A original motivation for our subject comes from arguments of non-commutative gauge
dynamics using brane conguration with NS-NS B-eld [13]. If there is no B-eld, the
U(1) part also decouple from other SU(N) part. If this is also true, it would be a trouble
for the 4d N = 2 non-commutative theory. In the ordinary (commutative) case, it is
known that the U(1) gauge symmetry is \frozen out" and the theory constructed by branes
should be 4d N = 2 SU(N) gauge theory [14]. On the other hand, U(1) and SU(N)
gauge symmetry cannot be separated in non-commutative U(N) theory. Therefore, when
we construct non-commutative gauge theories by brane conguration with B-eld, we
should ask whether the gauge symmetry is U(N) or SU(N).
In gravity description, the separation of the U(1) gauge symmetry corresponds to the
decoupling of doubletons. It is an advance on the brane conguration argument to ana-
lyze our subject. So we try to our subject along the viewpoint of gravity description and
doubletons. 4
The mass spectrum of type IIB supergravity compactied on AdS5  S5 was studied
by Kim, Romans and van Nieuwenhuizen [10]. This theory gives (at low energy) the
gravity dual description of the commutative 4d N = 4 Yang-Mills. It was argued that
doubletons can be gauged away and decouple from the gravity and other elds, at least
in the linearized level. In this paper, we compactify type IIB supergravity on M5 
S5 following [10], where M5 is continuous deformation from AdS5. This theory is (at
low energy) the gravity dual description of non-commutative Yang-Mills. We obtain 5-
dimensional linearized equations from the compactication.
To nd the modes of non-decoupling doubletons, we compare our equations to those
in [10]. Then we nd two independent equations of scalar elds. These two equations
have two independent solutions unless the parameter of non-commutativity a vanishes.
But when this parameter vanishes, these two equations degenerate, and we obtain only
one equation. Then this equation has innite number of solutions. It is related to the
appearance of local symmetry in a = 0, and modes in one of the two eld equations can
4In this paper, we examine the gravity description dual to 4d N = 4 theory. 4d N = 2 case is left for
a future study.
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be gauged away as gauge modes of the local symmetry. These modes are exactly the
scalars in doubleton multiplet. This is just what we expect.
This paper is organized as follows : In section 2, we review the gravity dual descrip-
tion of non-commutative Yang-Mills theory, which is our starting point. In section 3,
we consider linearized eld equations in the gravity dual background, and expand these
equations by 5-dimensional spherical harmonics. In section 4, which is the main part
of this paper, we discuss the eld equations associated with doubleton scalars. A short
comment for doubleton 2-forms is also given. Finally, in section 5, implication to the dual
non-commutative Yang-Mills is discussed.
Throughout the paper, we discuss the bosonic part only. It is sucient to investigate
this part for our purpose.
2 Gravity dual description of non-commutative Yang-
Mills theory
Our starting point is a gravity dual description of 4d non-commutative Yang-Mills theory












































This solution is written in string metric.  is a dilaton, B23 and A01 are NS-NS and
R-R 2-form elds, and ~F0123u is a 5-form eld strength which satises the self-duality
condition. These backgrounds are obtained by taking decoupling and non-commutative
5In this paper, we use the gravity solution given in [2].
3
scaling limit in the supergravity solution of D3-brane with the B23 eld. R is written by
the scaled string coupling constant g^ and the number of D3-branes N ; R4 = 4pig^N .
The parameter a represents non-commutativity. Non-commutativity appears in x2, x3





 a2 in the dual theory, because B23 has a non-zero value in
solution (1).
For au ! 0, the gravity solution (1) becomes AdS5  S5 solution. This means that
the non-commutative theory reduces to commutative one in the IR scale.
3 Spherical harmonics expansion of bosonic field equa-
tions
Now we expand bosonic eld equations of type IIB supergravity in small fluctuations
around the solution (1) in the previous section. Making this expansion to rst order in
the fluctuations, one nds linearized eld equations. From now on, we use the notation
and convention which are given in Appendix A.
Bosonic eld equations in the string metric are






rMrM C = − 1
3!
(F MNP − CHMNP )HMNP , (3)
rP [FPMN − CHPMN ] = 1
3!
~F PQRMN HPQR , (4)





~F PQRMN FPQR , (5)





































STIV W , (7)
where, C is R-R scalar. H(3) = dB(2) and F (3) = dA(2) are NS-NS and R-R 3-form eld
strength, respectively. ~F (5) is dened by ~F (5) = dD(4) − 1
2
A(2) ^H(3) + 1
2
B(2) ^ F (3), and
4
D(4) is R-R 4-form.
We consider small fluctuations around the gravity solution (1):
 !  + φ, C ! 0 + c ,
B(2) ! B(2) + B(2), A(2) ! A(2) +A(2) ,
D(4) ! D(4) +D(4) , g ! g + h + 1
2
gφ . (8)




 . This is the
relation between the string metric g
(s)
 and the Einstein metric g
(E)
 . 6 Substituting (8)
into eld equations (2)-(7), one obtains linearized eld equations. All results are given in
Appendix B.
Next, following the procedure in [10], let us expand linearized eld equations by 5-
dimensional spherical harmonics. Then we obtain 5-dimensional equations which depend
on coordinates x0, x1, x2, x3, u only. When a ! 0, these results reduce to those of AdS5S5
compactication of type IIB supergravity discussed by Kim, Romans and van Nieuwen-
huizen.
Spherical harmonics expansions are as follows :
φ =
X















































bI10(x) Y I10[mn](y), Amn =
X





6In [10], field equations written in the Einstein metric was used. Due to linearized Weyl shift, we can















mnl raY I5b (y), Dmnlk =
X
dI1(x)  amnlk raY I1(y) , (9)
where Y ’s are 5-dimensional spherical harmonics (see Appendix A).
These expansions are chosen to satisfy gauge conditions
rmhm = rmh(mn) = 0 ,
rmBm = rmBmn = 0 ,
rmAm = rmAmn = 0 ,
rmD m = rmD mn = rmD mnl = rmDmnlk = 0 .
These conditions respect the invariance under (i) 5-dimensional dieomorphism; δh =
rξ(x)+rξ(x), (ii) Yang-Mills symmetries for which ξm =
P
λ(x)IY Im with Y
I
m equal
to Killing vectors, (iii) conformal dieomorphism for which ξm =
P
κI(x)rmY I(y), ξ =
−PrκI(x)Y I(y). Those Y I(y) satisfy r(mrn)Y I = 0, which are called conformal
scalars in [15].
Substituting expansions (9) into linearized equations in Appendix B, we obtain 5-
dimensional eld equations on M5. All results are given in Appendix C.
4 Doubleton non-decoupling
The doubleton multiplet is (0, 0, 6)(1
2
, 0, 4)(0, 1
2
, 4¯)(1, 0, 1)(0, 1, 1) of (SU(2)A, SU(2)B, SO(6))
; these groups are compact subgroups of U(2, 2j4). In harmonic expansion (9), the modes
associated with doubletons appear as coecient of scalar spherical harmonics Y I1 and
their derivatives. So, in this section, we concentrate on the equations in such a class.
They are the following six equations :(
1
2

















































































(HH + e2ΦFF) + 1
2  4!e
2Φ ~F  ~F I1
)









































































(HH + e2ΦFF) + 5
2  4!e
2Φ ~F mnpqrrm anpqr ra dI1
)






































r(mrn) Y I1 = 0 , (13)
(
~F I1 −  r2y dI1 −
1










Y I1 = 0 , (14)
(
~DI1 +  r dI1
)
rmY I(y) = 0 , (15)
Equations (10) and (11) are traces of (49) and (52) in Appendix C respectively, which
are derived from linearized Einstein equations (35),(37) in Appendix B, by harmonic ex-
pansions. Equations (12) and (13) also come from (35) and (37). Equations (14) and
(15) are derived from the linearized self-dual equation (44) in Appendix B, by harmonic
expansions. Scalar harmonics Y I1 are eigenfunction of Laplacian r2y (= Hodge-de Rham
operator  for Y I1) with eigenvalues −e2k(k + 4), where k = 0, 1, 2, .... and e2 = 1/α0R2.
When k = 0, Y I1(k=0) is constant and satises rmY I1(k=0) = 0. Then (12),(13) and (15)
become trivial (i.e. 0 = 0). When k = 1, Y I1(k=1) are conformal scalars i.e. r(mrn)Y I = 0.
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Then (13) becomes trivial.
These equations contain 5-dimensional physical elds but unphysical elds are also
contained. In the linearized level, these unphysical elds are algebraically eliminated.
In fact, the 5-form ~F I1 is algebraically eliminated by (14), for all k  0. When


















Y I1 = 0 ,(16)
from a combination of (14) and (15).
Before we discuss the decoupling of doubletons in detail, here let us give the outline of
the decoupling. Similarly to ~F I1 , we can algebraically eliminate the scalar elds hI1  as
unphysical modes for k  1 , and obtain two independent modes associated with equations
for scalar elds piI1 , dI1. This procedure breaks down when the non-commutative param-
eter a vanishes. At a = 0, scalar eld equations for k = 1 have conformal dieomorphism
invariance. Then the scalar modes associated with one of the two scalar eld equations
become pure gauge modes of the local gauge symmetry. These pure gauge modes can be
gauged away and disappear from 5d equations. This is the decoupling of doubleton scalars.
Now, we discuss the decoupling mechanism in more detail.
If k  2, we can eliminate scalar elds hI1  from (11),(16) by using (13). Then we
obtain two independent eld equations for scalar elds piI1, dI1 which have mixing with
other tensors.
Next, we consider the case of k = 1. For k = 1, (13) is trivial. To eliminate hI1  from




































2Φ ~F mnpqrrm anpqr radI1 −
15
64  4!e







































(HH + e2ΦFF) + 25
64



















 −HaI1) = 0.(17)
This is a eld equation for piI1 , dI1 which have mixing with other tensors. Another eld
equation for piI1 , dI1 comes from (10), which is independent of (17). We use (12) and (16)



































(H2 + e2ΦF 2) +
1
2  5!e









2Φr( ~F npqrm  anpqrrdI1) +
1
2  4!r




2Φ ~F  r2y dI1 +
15
64  4!r












































(HH + e2ΦFF)− 79
64
r(H  bI1 + e2ΦF  aI1) +
1
12



















~F  (F b
I1
 −HaI1) = 0 . (18)
Therefore, even if (13) is trivial for k = 1, we can also eliminate hI1  from eld equa-
tions. We can obtain two independent solutions for piI1, dI1 by using (17) and (18).
However, if the non-commutative parameter a becomes zero, this procedure breaks




edI1)− 45e2(piI1 + 5
2
edI1) = 0 . (19)
We then nd that (19) has innite number of solutions. This is a consequence of conformal
dieomorphism invariance
piI1 ! pi11 + 10λ, edI1 ! ed11 − 4λ , (20)
for arbitrary function λ(x). The reason for these innite number of solutions originates
from the fact that the local gauge symmetry (20) is not xed.
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rmY I1 = 0 , (21)
[eq.(11)] )
(





Y I1 = 0 ,(22)
[eq.(16)] )
(








Y I1 = 0 . (23)
(10) is linearly dependent on (21),(22),(23) and (13) for a = 0. And (13) becomes trivial
for k = 1. So we do not have to consider (10),(13) here.
Equations (21),(22) and (23) are also invariant under conformal dieomorphism :






λ, piI1 ! piI1 + 10λ, edI1 ! edI1 − 4λ . (24)
To x freedom of the conformal dieomorphism invariance (24), we set gauge xing con-
dition
hI1  = α pi
I1 , (25)
where α is gauge xing parameter. 7 The gauge symmetry (24) is not xed completely








e2 λ = 0 . (26)
Substituting the gauge condition (25) into (22) and (23), one can obtain two scalar eld
equations. After diagonalization of mass matrix, one of the two equations becomes (19).



















= 0 . (27)
It has the same form as (26). The solutions of (27) are actually pure gauge modes!
As a result, setting the gauge xing condition (25), we obtain two diagonalized equa-
tions (19) and (27) at a = 0. One nds physical modes with mass m2 = 45e2 in (19)




− 5α e2 in (27).
7More general gauge fixing condition; hI1 ρρ =  I1 + r2xI1 + γ edI1 + "r2xedI1 is also possible.
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The pure gauge modes can be gauged away and decouple from other physical modes.
Next, we discuss connection between a 6= 0 and a = 0.


























(edI1) +    = 0. (29)
Here 00   00 means derivative and mixing terms with other tensors, and δ,  are O(a4u4).




(edI1))− 45e2(piI1 + 5
2



























1−∆1 = −454 .
Solutions of (30) are physical modes with mass m2 = 45e2. On the other hand, one can
nd that solutions of (31) become gauge modes and can be gauged away in the limit a ! 0.
In this limit, any Kaluza-Klein modes of type IIB supergravity compactied on AdS5S5
fall into unitary irreducible representations of supergroup U(2, 2/4)[8, 9]. These decoupled
scalars, which form 6 of SO(6), are identied with scalars in the doubleton multiplet in
unitary irreducible representation of U(2, 2/4).
This is just what we expect. Doubleton scalars become pure gauge modes and decou-
ple in the limit a ! 0.
Finally, we mention the doubleton 2-form.
For a = 0, 2-form eld equations (56) and (57) in Appendix C can be written in a
factorized form [10] :
(2ekI + iD)(2e(k + 4)− iD)(b + ia) = 0 (32)
where D a =   ra . (32) implies that k = 0 mode is a pure gauge, and can be
gauged away. This mode is the 2-form in the doubleton multiplet.
When a 6= 0, however, solutions of (32) are not the pure gauge mode only, because
the right hand side of (32) is not zero. So the decoupling of 2-form dose not occurs.
8Readers should not confuse these ∆’s with Hodge-de Rham operator in Appendix A.
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5 Summary and discussion
In this paper, we consider the type IIB supergravity compactied on the gravity solution
(1) at the linearized level.
5d eld equations (in Appendix C) become complicated form with eld mixing. The
mixing (or mass) matrices obtained from the 5d eld equations are functions of u which
is a coordinate on M5. This complication derives from lack of isometry, like conformal
symmetry. Unlike the AdS space, the particle mass is not preserved by symmetry in the
gravity solution (1), due to the lack of the dilatation invariance. This property corresponds
to the fact that dimension of operators may be ambiguous in non-commutative Yang-Mills.
We nd that the doubletons do not decouple unless a = 0. At a = 0, doubletons couple
with U(1) operators of commutative Yang-Mills : I , F , λ and λ
¯, on the boundary
in gauge invariant way. But the gravity in the interior of boundary has no information
about U(1) operators, because doubletons decouple from other elds in the interior of
the boundary. On the other hand, if a 6= 0, we can obtain the information of these U(1)
operators. 9 Therefore, the gravity description is dual to U(N) theory. It is compatible
with the fact that U(1) and SU(N) gauge symmetries cannot be separated in U(N) non-
commutative Yang-Mills theory.
Finally, we mention related questions.
(i) 4d N = 2 super Yang-Mills theory was constructed by brane conguration [14]. In
this construction, the gauge symmetry U(1) of U(N) ’ U(1)  SU(N) is "frozen out".
There is a question whether the frozen out occurs or not in presence of B-eld.
(ii) Recently, non-commutative version of SU(N) Yang-Mills theory is proposed [16].
The D-brane interpretation of this theory may be interesting.
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 xA with capital indices A, B, ... means 10d coordinates.
 x with Greek indices µ, ν, ... means 5d coordinates x0, x1, x2, x3 and u.
 ym with Latin indices m, n, ... means coordinates of 5d sphere.
ηAB = (−1, 1, ...., 1) .
Covariant derivative : rA .
The Riemann curvature tensor is defend by : [rA,rB] VC = R DAB C VD with respect
to vector VA. The Ricc tensor is dened by : RAB = g
CDRACBD. The scalar curvature is
dened by : R = gABRAB.
Laplacian : r2x  grr , r2y  gmnrmrn
Spherical harmonics :
 Y I1(y) is scalar.
 Y I5m (y) is vector.
 Y I10[mn](y) is second rank anti-symmetric tensor.
 Y I14(mn)(y) is second rank symmetric traceless tensor.
These spherical harmonics are eigenfunctions of the Hodge-de Rham operator  and
satisfy
 Y I = r2y Y I = −e2 k(k + 4) Y I k = 0, 1, ...
 Y I5m = (r2y − 4e2) Y I5m = −e2(k + 1)(k + 3) Y I5m k = 1, 2, ....
 Y I10[mn] = (r2y − 6e2) Y I10[mn] = −e2(k + 2)2 Y I10[mn] k = 1, 2, ...
 Y I14(mn) = (r2y − 10e2) Y I14(mn) = −e2(k2 + 4k + 8) Y I k = 2, 3, ... ,
where e2 = 1/α0R2.
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Appendix B. Linearized field equations
Linearized equations for small fluctuation around gravity solution (1) are given in this
section.
Denitions of 3- and 5-form eld strengths are as follows :
H  3 ∂[B] , F  3 ∂[A] ,




















































~Fmnpq = 4 ∂[mDnpq] + ∂Dmnpq
~Fmnpqr = 5 ∂[mDnpqr] .
 Linearized scalar eld equation from (2) and (3) :




















































(H2 + e2ΦF 2)


























(FH+ FH) = 0 . (34)
 Linearized Einstein equation from (6) :
1
2

















































































































































2Φ( ~F ~F  + ~F ~F  ) = 0 , (35)
1
2




















































~Fnlkj = 0 , (36)
15
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rnrlh(lm) + R l km n h(lk) −
1
2
































































































 Linearized NS-NS 2-form equation from (5) :































rh0  )−Hrh0  −Hrh0 
+

−rH + 2rH −
1
2











rHm +rlHlm − 2r Hm −rhmH  +
1
3!
e2Φ ~FmF  = 0 , (39)
rHmn +rlHlmn − 2r Hmn + 1
3!
e2Φ ~FmnlkjF lkj + 1
3!
e2Φ ~FmnF  = 0.(40)
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 Linearized R-R 2-form equation from (4) :






































~F  H −
1
3!
H ~F = 0 , (41)
rFm +rlFlm + 2r Fm −rhm F  −
1
3!
~FmH = 0, (42)




~FmnH = 0. (43)




























One obtains ve linearized equations from (7). Since two of the ve equations are equiv-
alent to other three, we write only three independent equations here.
Appendix C. Linearized equations expanded by Spher-
ical harmonics
Results of harmonic expansion are given in this section.
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Denitions of dierential operator Max are as follows :
Max aI1  r 3 ∂[aI5] = r(raI1 +raI1 +raI1) ,
Max aI5  r 2 ∂[aI5] = r(raI5 −raI5 ) .
Denitions of 4-form ~DI and 5-form ~F I are as follows
~DI1 = d
I1

























~F I1 = 5 ∂[ dI1 ] − 5 aI1[H ] − 5 A[ 3∂bI1 ] + 5 bI1[F ] + 5 B[ 3∂aI1 ]
~F I5 = 4 ∂[dI5] + 2 aI5[H] − 3 A[ 2∂bI5] − 2 bI5[F] + 3 B[ 2∂aI5]
















 Harmonic expansions of linearized scalar eld equations (33) and (34) :
(




















































(H2 + e2ΦF 2)




















Y I1 = 0 ,(47)
(






(FHI1 + F I1H)
)
Y I1 = 0 . (48)

























































































































































2Φ( ~F I1 ~F  + ~F ~F I1  )
)
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 − ∂aI5 ) +
1
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~F pqr bn h
I14 Y I14(ab) = 0 . (55)
 Harmonic expansions of linearized 2-form equations (38), (39), (40), (41), (42), and
(43) :
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rhI1  )−HrhI1  −HrhI1 
+

−rH + 2rH −
1
2






e2Φ ~F  F I1 +
1
3!




= 0 , (56)
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Y I1 = 0 , (57)
(












rmY I1 = 0 , (59)
(
(Max +r2y − 4e2) bI5 − 2r(2∂[bI5]) + H  rhI5 +
1
3!
e2ΦF  ~F I5
)
Y I5m = 0 ,
(60)(





Y I5m = 0 , (61)
(











2 r[mY I5n] = 0 , (63)
(
(r2x +r2y − 6e2) bI10 − 2rrbI10 +
1
3!






e2Φ ~F pqrmn b
I10 rpY I10[qr] = 0 , (64)
21
(








e2Φ ~F pqrmn a
I10 rpY I10[qr] = 0.(65)
 Harmonic expansions of linearized self-dual equations (44), (45) and (46) :
(
~F I1 −  r2y dI1 −
1










Y I1 = 0 , (66)
(
~DI1 +  r dI1
)
rmY I = 0 , (67)
(
~F I5 +   dI5 r2y
)














Y I5i = 0,
(68)(
~DI5 + (rdI5 −rdI5 )  
)








r[lY I10kj] = 0 . (70)
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